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When commercial meters fail, everybody pays
Commercial water meters can fail at any time, regardless of age or cumulative service volume. 

Until now, utilities have had very few tools to understand when and how these meters fail.

Faulty meters 
cost utilities

1 percent of 
meters account for 

40% of revenue

Commercial customers 
can represent 

40-60% of  revenue

$3.9 Billion &
300 Billion Gallons 

of Water Annually

Fix your meters, capture revenue

Understand when and why meters fail
OleaTM delivers the first meter performance monitoring solution that uses component-level 

diagnostics to deliver actionable intelligence so utilities can identify apparent water loss in real-time.

Vibration, Hall Effect and visual sensors 
detect component-level failures 

Edge computing analyzes raw data at 
the meter in real time 

Clear repair recommendations optimize 
workforce and process 

Reduce risk and time to value with 
expert-led implementation services 

Sensors 

Cloud Computing 
AI, machine learning and analytics  
assess meter health and performance 

Customer & Utility Portals 
Provide meter performance, consumption 

data, billing transparency, trust, and 

satisfaction  

Edge Computing 

Repair Recommendations 

Implementation Services 

Discover how OleaTM helps utilities reduce water loss 
www.oleaedge.com



Vibration, Hall Effect and visual sensors
detect component-level failures

AI, machine learning and analytics
assess meter health and performance

Provide consumption data and billing
transparency, building trust and satisfaction 

Healthy meters help utilities bill for every drop delivered
Olea Meter Health AnalyticsTM is the first solution to provide component-level diagnostics to uncover the 

root causes of failures as they occur bringing myriad benefits to utilities, their customers, and the 

environment. Using this technology, utilities now have a more effective way to gauge meter performance 

and quickly identify water loss.

Operations 

Maintenance Customers 

Billing 

Olea’s Meter Health Analytics platform is a turnkey solution built to surface continuous intelligence that 

enables utilities to identify and quickly address underperforming meters, reducing apparent water loss and 

recovering revenue as a result.

Please visit www.oleaedge.com to discover more, or email sales@oleaedge.com to see why our customers 
love working with us.

www.oleaedge.com



About OleaTM

Olea's proven, AI-based edge technology empowers utilities to optimize water management and delivery so 

cities can account for every drop, dramatically reducing water loss and recovering revenue as a result. 

Committed to helping water utilities combat aging infrastructure, meet greater demand, and limit rate 

increases, Olea's patented solutions combine IoT and edge computing capabilities to bring transparency, 

accuracy and reliability to the delivery of the world's most precious resource.

Olea Edge AnalyticsTM is committed to a safe, equitable, and sustainable water future.
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